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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Claims 50-93 are pending in this Office Action.

Applicant should submit an argument under the heading "Remarks" pointing out

disagreements with the examiner's contentions. Applicant must also discuss the

references applied against the claims, explaining how the claims avoid the references or

distinguish from them.

For the above reason, examiner believed that rejection of the last office action

was proper.

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-3, 7, 9, 15-19 and 25-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Stiegemeier et al (USP 6192381) in view of Hoth (USP 6233583).

As to claims 1,17, and 19, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation

"receiving data representing a visual form of data comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be visually

represented" as application documents, which is stored in file server or database server,

are a compound collection of template information and subject data. The application

template component contains information about the nature of the data that are

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
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contained in document; user interface view definitions; print and print preview

definitions; data entry and editing validation requirements. When a user wants to edit,

view, or print a document, the application ensures to edit, view or print a document.

The template contains instructions for formatting the document data e.g., names of data

fields. The above information shows that the system receives documents from

database servers. A document is presented as a visual form of data. Subject data is

represented as subject data. Template information is represented as format data, which

indicates the manner the content data is to be visually represented (col. 7, lines 50-60;

col. 8, lines 15-20; col. 10,lines 5-10);

" analyzing said visual form of data" as the system access the document and

extract the data from the document (col. 10, lines 50-55) "and identifying at least some

of the content data in accordance with a template" as format the data in accordance

with the template instructions (col. 10, lines 50-35);

"storing the identified content data" as displaying data from a template before the

user closes the program. The user optionally elects to save the documents to an local

device (col. 10, lines 55-65).

Stiegemeier does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, Stiegemeier

teach before the system displays the document, the system must retrieve a document

template from the server. The template contains formatting the document data (col. 10,

lines 5-10). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form contains report criteria and

report format. The report format include report template, begin date and end date.
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Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date are different

from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to Stiegemeier's system in order to display content

data of report in proper format to a user.

As to claim 2, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "normalizing the data

representing the visual form of data" as (col. 1 1 , lines 1 5-30).

As to claim 3, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the data is normalized

form of data" as (col. 11, lines 15-55).

As to claim 7, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the data representing

the visual form of data comprises outputting ....by a printer" as (col. 13, lines 65-67;

col. 14, lines 1-5).

As to claim 9, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the template includes

from the received data" as (col. 1 1 , lines 15-40).
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As to claim 15, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the received data

further represents a plurality of visual forms of data" as (fig. 5B).

As to claim 16, Stiegemier teaches the claimed limitation "storing the identified

content data : storing visual forms of data" as (fig. 5B-9).

As to claims 18. Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation:

"a input port that receives data representing a visual form of data visually

represented" " as application documents, which is stored in file server or database

server, are a compound collection of template information and subject data. The

application template component contains information about the nature of the data that

are contained in document; user interface view definitions; print and print preview

definitions; data entry and editing validation requirements. When a user wants to edit,

view, or print a document, the application ensures to edit, view or print a document.

The template contains instructions for formatting the document data e.g., names of data

fields. The above information shows that the system receives documents from

database servers. A document is presented as a visual form of data. Subject data is

represented as subject data. Template information is represented as format data which

indicates the manner the content data is to be visually represented (col. 7, lines 50-60;

col. 8, lines 15-20; col. 10,lines 5-10);

"a processor a template" as (col. 10, lines 30-55);

"a storage media that stores the identified content data" as (col. 5, lines 60-65).
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Stiegemeier does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, Stiegemeier

teaches before the system displays the document, the system must retrieve a document

template from the server. The template contains formatting the document data (col. 10,

lines 5-10). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form contains report criteria and

report format. The report format include report template, begin date and end date.

Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date are different

from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth*s teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to Stiegemeier's system in order to display content

data of report in proper format to a user.

As claims 25, 26, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation:

"receiving data representing a visual form of data comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in which the represented" as application

documents, which is stored in file server or database server, are a compound collection

of template information and subject data. The application template component contains

information about the nature of the data that are contained in document; user interface

view definitions; print and print preview definitions; data entry and editing validation
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requirements. When a user wants to edit, view, or print a document, the application

ensures to edit, view or print a document. The template contains instructions for

formatting the document data e.g., names of data fields. The above information shows

that the system has included an input port to receive documents from database servers.

A document is presented as a visual form of data. Subject data is represented as

subject data. Template information is represented as format data which indicates the

manner the content data is to be visually represented (col. 7, lines 50-60; col. 8, lines

15-20; col. lO.lines 5-10);

" analyzing said visual form of data and identifying at least some of the content

data in accordance with a template" (col. 10, lines 30-35);

"initiating performing ....content data" as (fig.5B).

Stiegemeier does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, Stiegemeier

teaches before the system displays the document, the system must retrieve a document

template from the server. The template contains formatting the document data (col. 10,

lines 5-10). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form contains report criteria and

report format. The report format include report template, begin date and end date.

Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date are different

from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and
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end date. Thus, the report criteria and fornnat report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to Stiegemeier's system in order to display content

data of report in proper format to a user.

As claim 27, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation:

"an input port that receives data representing a visual form of data comprising

content data and format data indicating the manner in which the represented" as

application documents, which is stored in file server or database server, are a

compound collection of template information and subject data. The application template

component contains information about the nature of the data that are contained in

document; user interface view definitions; print and print preview definitions; data entry

and editing validation requirements. When a user wants to edit, view, or print a

document, the application ensures to edit, view or print a document. The template

contains instructions for formatting the document data e.g., names of data fields. The

above information shows that the system has included an input port to receive

documents from database servers. A document is presented as a visual form of data.

Subject data is represented as subject data. Template information is represented as

format data which indicates the manner the content data is to be visually represented

(col. 7, lines 50-60; col. 8, lines 15-20; col. 10,lines 5-10);

" analyzing said visual form of data and identifying at least some of the content

data in accordance with a template" (col. 10, lines 30-35);

"initiating performing ....content data" as (fig.5B).
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Stiegemeier does not explicitly teach the clainned limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, Stiegemeier

teach before the system displays the document, the system must retrieve a document

template from the server. The template contains formatting the document data (col. 10,

lines 5-10). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form contains report criteria and

report format. The report format include report template, begin date and end date.

Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date are different

from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to Stiegemeier's system in order to display content

data of report in proper format to a user.

4. Claims 4-6, and 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Stiegemeier in view of Hoth and further in view of Graefe et al (USP 6298342).

As to claim 4, Stiegemeier and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation subject

matter in claim 2, except the claimed limitation "the visual form of data is

characterized at least two coordinate systems... into a common coordinate system".

However, Graefe teaches the claimed limitations "the visual form of data is

characterized....at least two coordinate systems" as (col. 1, lines 35-60) , "wherein
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normalizing the data into a common coordinate system" as (col. 1, liens 35-60; col.

2, lines 10-25). It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to apply Graefe's teaching of the engine searches the

database and returns to the user a result, usually in the form of a relational table, which

matches the specifications of the query. Wherein databases are conceptually

multidimensional, based upon axes such as time {day, month, year}, locate {city, store,

state}. A user often finds it useful and may wish to view them from different

perspectives. From this point of view, the ability to transform a database table from one

perspective to another-to rotate the dimensions of data. For example, a user may even

select data from a database table in the Microsoft Access database component of

Microsoft Office, transfer it as a single object to Excel component as a rectangle of

spreadsheet cell to Stiegemeier's system in order to display a form in different

dimensions following user's desire.

As to claim 5, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the common

coordiate visual form of data " as (col. 10, lines 30-67; col. 11. lines 1-5).

As to claim 6, Stiegemeier discloses the claimed limitation subject matter in claim

4, except the claimed limitation "the template on the common coordinate system".

However, Stiegemeier teaches that extract the data from the document and format data

in accordance with template instructions. The document may optionally include a code,

which identifies the appropriate template that will provide the format for displaying data.
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A template may use instructions to define a display including data location (col. 10, lines

30-67; col. 1 1 , lines 1-5). It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to apply Stiegemeier's teaching of extract the

data from the document and format data in accordance with template instructions. The

document may optionally include a code, which identifies the appropriate template that

will provide the format for displaying data. A template may use instructions to define a

display, which include data location in order to display different type of data in proper

format or location on screen following user's desire.

As to claim 10, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the extraction

instruction includes ....on coordinate system" as (col. 11, lines 1-15), except the claimed

limitation "the visual form of data by the coordinate system". However, Graefe

teaches that the engine searches the database and returns to the user a result, usually

in the form of a relational table, which matches the specifications of the query. Wherein

databases are conceptually multidimensional, based upon axes such as time {day,

month, year}, locate {city, store, state}. A user often finds it useful and may wish to view

them from different perspectives. From this point of view, the ability to transform a

database table from one perspective to another-to rotate the dimensions of data. For

example, a user may even select data from a database table in the Microsoft Access

database component of Microsoft Office, transfer it as a single object to Excel

component as a rectangle of spreadsheet cell above claimed limitation in col. 1 , lines

30-65.
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It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Graefe's teaching of the engine searches the database

and returns to the user a result, usually in the form of a relational table, which matches

the specifications of the query. Wherein databases are conceptually multidimensional,

based upon axes such as time {day, month, year}, locate {city, store, state}. A user

often finds it useful and may wish to view them from different perspectives. From this

point of view, the ability to transform a database table from one perspective to another-

to rotate the dimensions of data to Stiegemeier's system in order to display a form in

different dimensions following user's desire.

5. Claim 8 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Stiegemeier in view of Geaghan (USP 57901 14).

As to claim 8, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "the operating system

layer is Windows operating system" as (fig. 3), except the claimed limitation "the data

representing the visual form of data is a Windows metafile". However, Geaghan

teaches the Windows metafile (col. 19, lines 55-60). It would have been obvious to a

person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply

Stiegemeier's teaching of Windows metafile to Stiegemeier's system in order to provide

a system which enhances the ability to create, retain, and review information.

6. Claim 1 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Stiegemeier in view of Graefe and Ishikawa (USP 5933527).
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As to claim 1 1 ,
Stiegemeier discloses the claimed limitation subject matter in

claim 9, except the claimed limitation" the visual form of data identifying at least

some of the content data in the direction". However, Graefe teaches the claimed

limitation "the visual form of data a direction in one of plurality of dimensions" as

displaying a form database with different perspective (col. 1 , lines 30-65). Ishikawa

teaches the claimed limitation "the extraction instruction includes information with

respect to location of a reference marker and a direction in one of the plurality of

dimensions" as a searching range for extracting the areas of said facial feature is set for

each facial feature to be extracted based on the coordinate data of said specific points

(col. 24, lines 40-50);

"wherein identifying content data in the direction" as (col. 24, lines 40-50).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Graefe's teaching of displaying a form database with

different perspective and Ishikawa's teaching of a searching range for extracting the

areas of said facial feature is set for each facial feature to be extracted based on the

coordinate data of said specific points to Stiegemeier's system in order to display a

beautiful image on screen to a user.

7. Claims 12-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Stiegemeier in view of Hoth and further in view of Maejima et al (USP 5327568).

As to claim 12, stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitations:
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"displaying a sample ...data" as (fig. 5);

"receiving data from a user....data" as (fig. 5B).

Stiegemeier does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "forming the extraction

instruction by the user". However, Maejima teaches that extracting the instruction

name from the instruction name section in the instruction templates after designer input

data sets, input pin position coordinate sections 825 (col. 7. lines 60-65; col. 15, line 45-

60). It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill the art at the time the

invention was made to apply Maejima teaching of instruction name from the instruction

name section in the instruction templates after designer input data sets, input pin

position coordinate sections 825 to Stiegemeier's system in order to display data in

proper format following user's desire.

As to claim 13, Stiegemeier and Hoth discloses the claimed limitation subject

matter in claim 12, except the claimed limitation "storing the extraction instruction".

However, Maejima teaches that the instruction template and the information of input and

output data of the instmctions are previously stored in the file. This information shows

that all of instruction template is stored in file including extraction information (col. 7,

lines 60-65; col. 15, line 45-60). It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply Maejima's teaching of storing

instruction template to Stiegemeier's system and Stiegemeier*s system in order to form

a format data for displaying.
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As to claim 14, Stiegemeier teaches the claimed limitation "storing the

extraction visual form of data" as (col. 10. lines 30-67; col. 11, lines 1-5).

8. Claims 50, 52-54, 67, 68, 70, 72-74, 87-89, 92 and 93 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over DuFresne in view of Hoth (USP 6233583).

As to claims 50 and 92, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitations:

"receiving data representing a visual form of data comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be visually

represented" as (col. 18, lines 35-45; col. 8, lines 60-65);

"analyzing said visual form of data and identifying at least some of the content

data in accordance with a template having a extraction instructions" as shown in fig. 8,

the template/database pair for each element. In a preferred embodiment, each

template specifies what information from the database a corresponding output web

page should contain and how the page should look. The processor extracts the HTML

data from the text area of the template as the hypertext source. The #page tag extracts

the data in the database. This above information shows that the extraction instructions

can be included in the template to extract HTML data from the text area of the template.

The system specifies each element of the database to identify which template

corresponding to a web page for output webpage and how the web page should look.

As disclosed in specification page 8, applicant defines that data files are presented as

the visual forms of data. Thus, This database, which is a file composed of records, is
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represented as a visual form of data (col. 9, lines 30-55; col. 1 1 . lines 30-35; col. 24,

lines 24-25);

"storing the identified content data as at least one tag value" as (col. 17, lines 30-

DuFresne does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, DuFresne

teaches that a template is an HTML form to define contents of a display web page

requested by a client (col. 8, lines 60-65). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form

contains report criteria and report format. The report format include report template,

begin date and end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date

and end date are different from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to DuFresne's system in order to display content data

of report in proper format to a user.

As to claims 52 and 72, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "creating

template" as if a template has been modified, selecting update will implement revisions

to the present template. Selecting delete will remove the template from the database.

67).
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This information shows that the system includes the claimed creating template before

deleting template (col. 10, lines 25-33).

As to claims 53 and 73, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "editing said

template" as (col. 10, lines 25-33).

As to claims 54 and 74, DuFresne discloses the claimed limitation subject matter

in claim 53, except the claimed limitation "editing said extraction instruction included in

said template". However, DuFresne teaches that if a template has been modified,

selecting update will implement revisions to the present template. The processor

extracts the HTML data from the text area of the template as the hypertext source (col.

1 1 , lines 30-35; col. 10, lines 25-30). It would have been obvious to a person of an

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply DuFresne's teaching

of if a template has been modified, selecting update will implement revisions to the

present template. The processor extracts the HTML data from the text area of the

template as the hypertext source in order to allow a user to maintain a database.

As to claims 67 and 93, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitations:

"receiving data visually represented" as (col. 6, lines 55-67);

"applying a template to the visual form of data" as (col. 8, lines 60-67);

"analyzing said visual form of data and identifying a portion of content data in

accordance with said template" as shown in fig. 8, the template/database pair for each
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element. In a preferred embodiment, each template specifies what information from the

database a corresponding output web page should contain and how the page should

look. The above information shows that the system specifies each element of the

database to identify which template corresponding to a web page for output web page

and how the web page should look. As disclosed in specification page 8, applicant

defines that data files are presented as the visual forms of data. Thus, This database,

which is a file composed of records, is represented as a visual form of data

(col. 9, lines 30-55; col. 18, lines 23-25);

" "said template including extraction from the visual form of data" as the

processor extracts the HTML data from the text area of the template as the hypertext

source. This information shows that the extraction instructions can be included in the

template to show how to extract HTML data from the text area of the template (col. 1 1

,

lines 30-35; col. 24, lines 24-25);

"extracting a tag value for at least one tag identified in said template" as (col. 18,

lines 45-55; col. 24, lines 24-25).

DuFresne does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, DuFresne

teaches that a template is an HTML form to define contents of a display web page

requested by a client (col. 8, lines 60-65). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form

contains report criteria and report format. The report format include report template,

begin date and end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date

and end date are different from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).
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It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to DuFresne's system in order to display content data

of report in proper format to a user.

As to claim 68, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "applying the template to

previously stored data" as (col. 13, 50-60).

As to claim 70, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "storing said tag value in

association with a report corresponding to said visual form of data" as (col. 1 1 , lines 30-

35)

As to claim 87, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitations:

"a data receiver the content data is to be visually displayed" as (fig. 1 1A&

11B);

"a database in which ....template is stored" as (col. 13, lines 50-55; col. 6, lines

55-65; col. 8, lines 60-67).

"a template runner that applies at least one tag value" as a template 308

associated with the selected element is retrieved and processed by the server 300. A

template includes HTML tags and tag extensions to define and build a Web page. This
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information shows that the system has included a template runner to identify the

selected element associated with a template, which includes tags (fig. 14; col, 13, lines

50-55; col. 6, lines 55-65; col. 8, lines 60-67);

a database in which ....template is stored" as (col. 10, lines 29-32).

DuFresne does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "wherein said content

data and said format data are different from said template". However, DuFresne

teaches that a template is an HTML form to define contents of a display web page

requested by a client (col. 8, lines 60-65). Also, Hoth teaches that report definition form

contains report criteria and report format. The report format include report template,

begin date and end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date

and end date are different from report template (fig. 4, col. 5, lines 45-55).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Hoth's teaching of report definition form contains report

criteria and report format. The report format include report template, begin date and

end date. Thus, the report criteria and format report such as begin date and end date

are different from report template to DuFresne's system in order to display content data

of report in proper format to a user.

As to claim 88, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "a template builder that

create said template and stores said template to said database" as (col. 10, lines 20-

35).
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As to claim 89, DuFresne fails to teach the claimed limitation "wherein said

template includes at least one extraction....form of data". However, DuFresne teaches

that the processor extracts the HTML data from the text area of the template as the

hypertext source (col. 1 1 . lines 30-35; col. 24, lines 24-25).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply DuFresne's teaching of the processor extracts the

HTML data from the text area of the template as the hypertext source. The #page tag

extracts the data in the database to Sparks's system in order to return a correct form

including a sign which tells a user what kind of text for a form, display the form in proper

format, and provide emphasis to words in a Web page in different ways.

9. Claims 51. 71, 90 and 91 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Graefe and Ishikawa.

As to claims 51 and 71 , DuFresne and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation

subject matter in claim 67, except the claimed limitation "the visual form of data is

characterized by at least to location of a reference marker and a direction in at least

one of said plurality of dimensions, and wherein identifying portion of the content

data in the direction". However, Graefe teaches the claimed limitation "the visual form

of data a direction in one of plurality of dimensions" as (col. 1 , lines 30-65). Ishikawa

teaches the claimed limitation "the extraction instruction includes information with

respect to location of a reference marker and a direction in one of the plurality of

dimensions" as (col. 24, lines 40-50);
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"wherein identifying content data in the direction" as (col. 24, lines 40-50).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Graefe's teaching of displaying a form database with

different perspective and Ishikawa's teaching of a searching range for extracting the

areas of said facial feature is set for each facial feature to be extracted based on the

coordinate data of said specific points to DuFresne*s system in order to display a

beautiful image on screen to a user.

As to claim 90, DuFresne discloses the claimed limitation subject matter in claim

87, except the claimed limitation "the visual form of data is characterized by at least one

of a plurality of dimensions; the extraction instruction includes information with respect

to a location of a reference marker and a direction in one of a plurality of dimensions,

and said template runner searcher in the direction for identify said portion of content

data in the direction".

However, Graefe teaches the claimed limitation "the visual form of data a

direction in one of plurality of dimensions" as (col. 1 , lines 30-65). Ishikawa teaches the

claimed limitation "the extraction instruction includes information with respect to location

of a reference marker and a direction in one of the plurality of dimensions portion of

content data in the direction" as (col. 24, lines 40-50).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Graefe*s teaching of displaying a form database with

different perspective and Ishikawa's teaching of a searching range for extracting the
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areas of said facial feature is set for each facial feature to be extracted based on the

coordinate data of said specific points to DuFresne's system in order to display a

beautiful image on screen to a user.

As to claim 91, DuFresne fails to teach the claimed limitation "template builder is

used to edit and review the extraction instruction included in said template". However,

DuFresne teaches that if a template has been modified, selecting update will implement

revisions to the present template. The processor extracts the HTML data from the text

area of the template as the hypertext source. This information shows that the system

has included a template builder to edit a template, which can include the extraction

instruction. Thus, when editing a template, the system can edit the extraction

instruction too (col. 1 1 , lines 30-35; col. 10, lines 25-30). It would have been obvious to

a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply

DuFresne's teaching of if a template has been modified, selecting update will implement

revisions to the present template. The processor extracts the HTML data from the text

area of the template as the hypertext source in order to allow a user to maintain a

database.

10. Claims 55-58 and 75-78 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Maejima.

As to claims 55 and 75, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation:
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"displaying a sample visual form of data" as (col. 13, lines 15-30). DuFresne

does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation "receiving user location data

displayed sample visual form of data; forming the extraction data selected by

the user". However, Maejima teaches that extracting the instruction name from the

instnjction name section in the instruction templates after designer input data sets, input

pin position coordinate sections 825 (col. 7, lines 60-65; col. 15. line 45-60). It would

have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill the art at the time the invention was

made to apply Maejima teaching of instruction name from the instruction name section

in the instruction templates after designer input data sets, input pin position coordinate

sections 825 to Spark's system in order to display data in proper format following user's

desire.

As to claims 56 and 76, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "storing the

extraction instruction" as (col. 11, lines 30-35).

As to claims 57 and 77, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "storing the

identified content data in association with data visual forms of data" as (col. 1 1 , lines

30-35; col. 10, lines 5-30).

As to claims 58 and 78, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "storing the

identified plurality of visual forms of data" as (col. 13, lines 15-30).
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11. Claims 59-62 and 79-82 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Graefe.

As to claims 59 and 79 DuFresne does not explicitly teach the claimed limitation

"normalizing the data representing the visual form of data". However, Graefe teaches

the claimed limitations "the visual form of data is characterized.... at least two coordinate

systems" as (col. 1. lines 35-60) , "wherein normalizing the data into a common

coordinate system" as (col. 1, liens 35-60; col. 2, lines 10-25). It would have been

obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

apply Graefe's teaching of the engine searches the database and returns to the user a

result, usually in the form of a relational table, which matches the specifications of the

query. Wherein databases are conceptually multidimensional, based upon axes such as

time {day. month, year}, locate {city, store, state}. A user often finds it useful and may

wish to view them from different perspectives. From this point of view, the ability to

transform a database table from one perspective to another-to rotate the dimensions of

data. For example, a user may even select data from a database table in the Microsoft

Access database component of Microsoft Office, transfer it as a single object to Excel

component as a rectangle of spreadsheet cell to DuFresne's system in order to display

a form in different dimensions following user's desire.

As to claims 60 and 80, DuFresne fails to teach the claimed limitation "translating

coordinate references to coordinate references of a system". However, Graefe teaches

the above claimed limitations col. 1, liens 35-60; col. 2, lines 10-25.
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As to claims 61 and 81, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "scaling text

strings in accordance with a display device" as (col. 18, lines 35-45).

As to claims 62 and 82, DuFresne teaches the claimed limitation "joining and

splitting text" as (col. 6, lines 50-65; col. 18, lines 35-45).

12. Claims 63. 64, 66, 83. 84. and 86 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Ferrel et al (USP

6230173).

As to claims 63 and 83, DuFresne and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation

subject matter in claim 50, except the claimed limitation "wherein the extraction

instruction locates data in a report area and inserts data located into a selected tag in

association with a report corresponding to the visual form of data". However, Ferrel

teaches inserting a plurality of text portions indicative of a story object into a document,

tagging each text portion of the story object with tag (col. 4. lines 10-20). It would have

been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to apply Ferrers teaching of inserting a plurality of text portions indicative of a

story object into a document, tagging each text portion of the story object with tag to

DuFresne's system in order to display a form on screen in proper format.
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As to claims 64 and 84, DuFresne discloses the claimed limitation subject matter

in claim 50, except the claimed limitation "the extraction instruction locates data in a

direction relative to the visual form of data". However, Ferrel teaches inserting a

plurality of text portions indicative of a story object into a document, tagging each text

portion of the story object with tag (col. 4, lines 10-20). It would have been obvious to a

person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply Ferrers

teaching of inserting a plurality of text portions indicative of a story object into a

document, tagging each text portion of the story object with tag to DuFresne's system in

order to display a form on screen in proper format.

As to claims 66 and 86, DuFresne and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation

subject matter in claim 50, except the claimed limitation "the extraction inserts data into

a selected tag in association with a report corresponding to the visual form of data

based on data included in the report". ". However, Ferrel teaches inserting a plurality of

text portions indicative of a story object into a document, tagging each text portion of the

story object with tag (col. 4, lines 10-20). It would have been obvious to a person of an

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply Ferrers teaching of

inserting a plurality of text portions indicative of a story object into a document, tagging

each text portion of the story object with tag to DuFresne's system in order to display a

form on screen in proper format.
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13. Claims 65 and 85 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Ferrel and Petty et al (USP

6342907).

As to claims 65 and 85, DuFresne and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation

subject matter in claim 50, except the claimed limitation "the extraction instruction

determines whether at least ...a Boolean tag in association with said report". However,

Ferrel teaches the claimed limitation "the extraction determines whether at least one

to visual form of data" as of inserting a plurality of text portions indicative of a story

object into a document, tagging each text portion of the story object with tag (col. 4,

lines 10-20). Petty teaches the claimed limitation "accordingly sets a Boolean tag in

association with said report" as attribute tag is a Boolean set (col. 13, lines 50-55). It

would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to apply Ferrels's teaching of inserting a plurality of text portions

indicative of a story object into a document, tagging each text portion of the story object

with tag and Petty's teaching of attribute tag is a Boolean set to DuFresne's system in

order to display a form on screen in proper format and allow a user to have certain

actions during editing a template.

14. Claim 69 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

DuFresne in view of Hoth and further in view of Sparks (USP 6167382).

As to claim 69, DuFresne and Hoth disclose the claimed limitation subject matter

in claim 67, except the claimed limitation "applying the template to data a print
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operation". However, Spark teaches a user can print out a home page, which includes

a template (fig. 53).

It would have been obvious to a person of an ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to apply Spark's teaching of a user can print out a home page

which includes a template to DuFresne's system in order to allow a user to keep a

template or a record and send a template to different locations without using electronic

mail.

Conclusion

1 5. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure

Fitler. Jr.et al (USP 6366913).

16. This is a continuation of applicant's earlier Application No. 09/478156. All claims

are drawn to the same invention claimed in the earlier application and could have been

finally rejected on the grounds and art of record in the next Office action if they had

been entered in the earlier application. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL

even though it is a first action in this case. See MPEP § 706.07(b). Applicant is

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the
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shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no, however, event will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.
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Contact Information

17, Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Cam-Y Truong whose telephone number is (703-605-

1 169). The examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri from 8:00AM to 4:00PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Breene, can be reached on (703-305-9790). The fax phone numbers

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703)-872-9306.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703-305-

3900).

Cam-Y Truong

2/19/04


